Effective diffusion coefficients in reaction-diffusion systems with anomalous transport.
We show that the Turing patterns in reaction systems with subdiffusion can be replicated in an effective system with Markovian cross-diffusion. The effective system has the same Turing instability as the original system and the same patterns. If particles are short lived, then the transient dynamics are captured as well. We use the cross-diffusive system to define effective diffusion coefficients for the system with anomalous transport, and we show how they can be used to efficiently describe the Turing instability. We also demonstrate that the mean-squared displacement of a suitably defined ensemble of subdiffusing particles grows linearly with time, with a diffusion coefficient which agrees with our earlier calculations. We verify these deductions by numerically integrating both the fractional reaction-diffusion equation and its normally diffusing counterpart. Our findings suggest that cross-diffusive behavior can come about as a result of anomalous transport.